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Model trees were shown to be a useful data structure for the representationof disjunctive databases and query processing. In this paper we give correctalgorithms for the insertion of a clause into and the deletion of a clause froma disjunctive database. Although the algorithms presented here are orientedtowards model trees, they apply to any representation of minimal models.These operations are important not only for the manipulation of the databasebut also because the solution of the view update problem (the update ofintensional predicates) for deductive disjunctive databases presupposes thecapability to perform such updates. Algorithms for the view update problemfor normal disjunctive databases are presented in [5] and [3].The content of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 containsbasic de�nitions and notation. An algorithm for inserting a clause, includinga proof of its correctness, is given in Section 3. Section 4 contains an algo-rithm for deletion, along with a proof of its correctness and analysis of itscomplexity. In Section 5 several special cases of updates are reviewed. Thepaper is concluded in Section 6.2 PreliminariesWe de�ne a disjunctive database DB to contain a set of ground clauses ofthe form a1 _ :::_ an; n � 1, where the ai's; 1 � i � n are atomic formulae.The reason for not including any rules is that we only deal with updates ofthe extensional database. We assume that DB does not contain redundantclauses, that is clauses C1 and C2 where C1 j= C2. A model tree (for adisjunctive database DB) is a tree whose nodes are labeled by atoms ofthe Herbrand base of DB (except the root) in such a way that the branchescorrespond exactly to the minimalmodels of the database,MMDB. A modelis minimal if it is not contained in any other model. The minimization of aset of models consists of removing non-minimal models from the set. For aset of models M, we write min(M) = fM 2 Mj 6 9M 0 2 M; M 0 � Mg.In particular, if Mod(DB) is the set of models of DB, then MMDB =min(Mod(DB)).Example 1 Let the database DB contain the following clauses: fa _ c, a _b_ f , b_ c _ d, b_ c _ e, b _ e _ fg. After minimization the model tree looksas shown in Figure 1. 2
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Figure 1: Model tree representation for DBHere MMDB = ffa; bg; fb; cg; fc; fg; fa; c; eg;fa; d; egg. Sometimes itis also useful to represent DB as a set of clauses, for example, we writeDB = f[a; c]; [a; b; f ]; [b; c; d]; [b; c; e]; [b; e; f ]g, where the notation [a1; :::; an]denotes the clause a1 _ ::: _ an. Although written using brackets instead ofbraces, it denotes a set, thus all set operations with clauses as operands arelegal.There may be many di�erent model trees constructed for a single database1;we try to minimize the number of nodes by allowing branches to share atoms,such as for fa; c; eg and fa; d; eg in Figure 1.Another way of minimizing the size of model trees is to represent unrelatedknowledge in separate trees. Sometimes, a database can be partitioned intosets of related clauses called clusters each of which can be represented bya separate model tree. The representation of the database is then called amodel forest. For a formal description of model forest see [2]. The followingis an example of a database partitioned as a model forest.Example 2 Let DB0 = f[a; b; c]; [b; d]; [e; f ]; [f; g]; [e; h]g. DB0 consists oftwo unrelated sets of clauses (databases): DB01 = f[a; b; c]; [b; d]g, and DB02 =1For ordered model trees such representation is unique for a given database. See [1] fora description of ordered model trees. 3
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Figure 2: Model forest representation of DB0f[e; f ]; [f; g]; [e; h]g. They can be represented by two model trees shown inFigure 2. Notice that if DB0 were represented in one tree, T1 could be attachedto every leaf of T2 (or vice versa) with the resulting tree substantially largerthan the number of nodes of T1 and T2.By the insertion of a clause C into DB we mean DB [ fCg. In thiscase we assume DB 6j= C. By the deletion of a clause C from DB we meanDB�fCg. In this case we assume C 2 DB. We use the following convention:DB� is the database resulting from the deletion of C from DB, and DB+is the database resulting from the insertion of C into DB. Other types ofdeletion will be discussed in Section 5.3 InsertionThis section contains our algorithm for the insertion of a clause into adatabase. The algorithm is shown to be correct and is illustrated by an ex-ample. For the insertion algorithm we assumeMMDB and C = a1_ :::_amare given, where DB 6j= C.Procedure Insertion (MMDB; C) returns MMIns1. MM := ; 4



2. For each model M 2 MMDB3. If 9i 1 � i � m; s:t: ai 2M4. Then MM :=MM[ fMg5. Else MM :=MM[ (Smi=1fM [ faigg)6. MMIns := min(MM)We trace this algorithm on Example 1 where DB does not contain theclause a_ c. So let DB = f[a; b; f ]; [b; c; d]; [b; c; e]; [b; e; f ]g and C=[a,c]. Fig-ure 3 shows a model tree representation forDB;MMDB=ffa; d; eg; fa; c; eg;fbg; fd; e; fg; fc; fgg. MM is modi�ed in step 2 as follows:MM = ;M = fa; d; egMM = ffa; d; eggM = fa; c; egMM = ffa; d; eg; fa; c; eggM = fbgMM = ffa; d; eg; fa; c; eg; fa; bg;fb; cggM = fd; e; fgMM = ffa; d; eg; fa; c; eg; fa; bg;fb; cg; fa; d; e; fg; fc; d; e; fggM = fc; fgMM = ffa; d; eg; fa; c; eg; fa; bg;fb; cg; fa; d; e; fg; fc; d; e; fg; fc; fggFinally, after minimization we obtain: MMIns = ffa; bg; fb; cg; fc; fg;fa; c; eg; fa; d; egg.We note that this algorithm was implicitly given in [4]. The next Lemmais taken from [3] and thus presented here without a proof.Lemma 3.1 Let DB1 and DB2 be disjunctive databases. Then, DB2 j=DB1 i� 8M 2 MMDB2 9M 0 2 MMDB1 s.t. M 0 �M .Theorem 3.1 Procedure Insertion is correct.5



PROOF: We must show that MMIns =MMDB[fCg. That is, for everyclauseD, DBIns j= D iff DB[fCg j= D. (We use the fact thatDB[fCg j=D iff DB j= D or C j= D).(()By Lemma 3.1, if DB j= D then DBIns j= D because 8M 2 DBIns9M 0 2DB s:t: M 0 � M by the construction. Also, DBIns j= C because 8M 2DBIns9ai; 1 � i � m s:t: ai 2M by the construction, hence if C j= D, thenDBIns j= C.())Suppose that DB 6j= D and C 6j= D where D = b1 _ ::: _ bn. To obtainthe contrapositive, we show that DBIns 6j= D. By the assumptions 9M0 2MMDB s.t. 8j; 1 � j � n bj 62 M0 and C = [a1; :::; am] 6� [b1; :::; bn] = D.If M0 2 MMIns, then DBIns 6j= D. Otherwise, for every ai; 1 � i � m,either M0 [ faig 2 MMIns or 9Mi 2 MMDB such that Mi � M0 [ faigand so Mi 2 MMIns. Let i be such that [ai] 6� [b1; :::; bn]. Then, 8j; 1 �j � n; bj 62M [ faig, hence DBIns 6j= D. 2It is easy to see that the complexity of this algorithm is determined bythe minimization procedure of line 6. Since the number of models of MMbefore the execution of line 6 is no greater than mn (where m is the averageclause size and n is the number of clauses inDB+), the worst case complexityof the minimization procedure, and hence of the algorithm, is O(m2n).4 DeletionIn this section we take deletion to mean the deletion of a clause togetherwith all of its consequences that are not implied by other clauses. This typeof deletion generalizes deletion in relational databases where the deletion ofa tuple removes the tuple from the database. Thus, in particular, there isno reason to assume that any consequence of the deleted clause (atom) - notimplied independently by the remaining clauses - should be derivable fromthe database after deletion. Consequently, the database representation (inour case in the form of a model tree) should be brought to the same form itwould have had if the database did not contain the clause to be deleted.Although this seems to be the most natural interpretation of deletion, itis also the most expensive to implement. The brute force approach discards6



a bde ce
fd ceFigure 3: The minimized model tree for clauses DB�the model tree for DB and creates a new one for DB � fCg. But evenmore subtle techniques presented in the algorithm below have complexityexponential in the number of clauses in the database. The main priority inthe algorithm presented below is to retain as much as possible of the treestructure representing the database before deletion.We show how the algorithm works on Example 1 presented in Section1, whose model tree is shown in Figure 1. We delete C = (a _ c) from thedatabase described in that example. Figure 3 shows a correct model tree forthe remaining clauses: DB� = f[a; b; f ]; [b; c; d]; [b; c; e]; [b; e; f ]g.The two trees of Figure 1 and Figure 3 di�er in two ways. First, a and care deleted from some of the models of the tree of Figure 1. Second, a newminimal model, fd; e; fg is added to the tree in Figure 3.Before we describe the algorithm, we de�ne several concepts.De�nition 4.1 Let C be a clause not in DB, and M 2 MMDB. The C-extension of M, ExtC(M) is de�ned as follows:ExtC(M) = ( fM 0jM 0 = M [ fpg; p 2 Cg if M \ C = ;fMg if M \ C 6= ;7



In Example 1, Ext(a_c)(fbg) = ffb; ag; fb; cgg.Observation 4.1 Let C be a clause deleted from DB, and M 2 MMDB�.Then 8M 0 2 ExtC(M); M 0 j= DB.Note that for M 0 2 ExtC(M); M 0 j= DB, but M 0 need not be a minimalmodel of DB . In Example 1 fd; e; fg is a minimal model of DB�, butneither fd; e; f; ag nor fd; e; f; cg is a minimal model of DB.The next observation, which follows immediately from Lemma 3.1, showsthat we never have to remove more than one atom from a model inMMDBto make it a model of MMDB�.Observation 4.2 Let C be a clause deleted fromDB. Then, 8M 0 2 MMDB9M 2 MMDB�; s:t: M 0 2 ExtC(M).From these observations it follows that, in general, MMDB� is obtainedfrom MMDB by deleting one atom each from some elements of MMDBand adding new models. The algorithm described below performs separatelythese tasks. There are, however, special cases with only atom deletion andno model addition. We call such cases simple deletions.De�nition 4.2 Let C be a clause deleted from DB. The deletion is simpleif 8M 2 MMDB� 9M 0 2 ExtC(M) s:t: M 0 2 MMDB.Example 3 Consider the database DB=(DB 02 in Example 2)=f[e; f ]; [f; g];[e; h]g from which [e; h] is to be deleted. ThenMMDB� = fffg; fe; ggg. The[e; h]-extensions of these models are respectively ffe; fg; ff; hgg and ffe; ggg.Since MMDB = ffe; fg; fe; gg; ff; hgg, this is a simple deletion.It is easy to see (Observation 4.2) that in the case of a simple deletion amodel tree of DB� can be created out of a model tree of DB by removingat most one atom from every model of DB.The next lemma shows two properties that a minimal model of DB�must have if the deletion of C from DB is not simple.Lemma 4.1 Let C 2 DB, andM 2 MMDB�. Then, 8M 0 2 ExtC(M); M 0 62MMDBi�1. M \ C = ;and2. 8a 2 C 9M1 �M s:t: M1 [ fag 2 MMDB�.8



PROOF()) By the contrapositive.1. Assume that M \ C 6= ;. Then M 0 =M , hence M 0 2 MMDB.2. Assume that 9a 2 C s:t: 8M1 �M M1[fag 62 MMDB� andM\C =;. Consider M2 =M [ fag. Since M is a model of DB�, M2 is also a modelof DB. Let M3 �M2. If a 2M3, then by the assumption M3 is not a modelof DB, while if a 62 M3, then M3 \ C = ; and again M3 is not a model ofDB. Thus, M2 2 MMDB, but also M2 2 ExtC(M).(()By 1., M does not contain any atoms of C, hence 8M 0 2 ExtC(M) M �M 0; but M 6= M 0. But also, by 2., 8a 2 C 9M1 � M s:t: M1 [ fag 2MMDB�, so 8M 0 2 ExtC(M) 9M 00 (M 00 = M1[fag; a 2 C); s:t: M 00 �M 0.Hence, M 0 62 MMDB. 2Example 4 The only model of DB� in Figure 3 whose [a; c]-extension doesnot contain any models in DB (see Figure 1) is ff; d; eg. Note that 1: it doesnot contain any atoms of the deleted clause [a; c] and 2: [a; d; e] and [f; c] arein MMDB�. Also, this is the only model of DB� that satis�es conditions 1and 2 of the above Lemma.Finding all minimalmodels that need to be added to the model tree whena deletion is executed is a very expensive procedure; it may require computingminimal models of a large part of the database. Thus, an early recognitionthat the deletion is simple would substantially reduce the amount of workthat needs to be done. However, the only su�cient condition we have is whenthe clause to be deleted contains an atom which does not belong to any otherclause in the database. The following lemma states this fact formally.Lemma 4.2 Let C be a clause in DB. If 9b 2 C s:t: 8C 0 2 DB C 0 6= C; b 62C 0, thenM 2 MMDB� i� 9M 0 2 MMDB; s:t: M 0 2 ExtC(M).PROOF:()) Assume that this is not the case. Then there is anM 2 MMDB� s.t.there is no M 0 2 ExtC(M); s:t: M 0 2 MMDB. Then by 2. of Lemma 4.1,9M1 �M s:t: M1 [ fbg 2 MMDB�. But that is impossible since b does notappear in DB�. 9



(() This follows immediately from Observation 4.2. 2Lemma 4.2 does not provide a necessary condition for a deletion to besimple, i.e. a deleted clause does not have to contain an atom not shared byany other clause in the database for the deletion to be simple. Here is anexample.Example 5 Let DB = fa_ b; b_ c; a_ cg. Then, MMDB = ffa; cg; fa; bg;fb; cgg. After deleting a_c,MMDB� becomes ffa; cg; fbgg. This is a simpledeletion which does not satisfy the condition of Lemma 4.2.Next we give our deletion algorithm. We start by explaining the notation.Let DB be a database containing the following disjunctions: C0; C1; :::; Cnand let C0 = (a1 _ a2 _ :::_ am) be the clause to be deleted. Let DB0 be theset of all clauses of DB from which all atoms of C0 have been removed, i.e.DB0 = fCjC = C 0 � C0; where C 0 2 DBg.Let Caj be the set of clauses in DB0 which were obtained from clauses ofDB that contained aj; 1 � j � m, i.e.Caj = fCjC = C 0 � C0; where C 0 2 DB; aj 2 C 0g.For Example 1, where we delete a _ c from DB, Cc = fb _ d; b _ eg.The following two lemmas are used in the algorithm; they relate DB0and Cai to MMDB�. The �rst lemma connects the clauses of Cai with theelements of MMDB that contain exactly one ai 2 C0. The second lemmashows that every element ofMMDB� not inMMDB is inMMDB0. In the�rst lemma we continue with the notation from the de�nition of Cai that forC 2 Cai, C = C 0 � C0 with C 0 2 DB�.Lemma 4.3 Let ai 2M 2 MMDB and suppose that for all aj, 1 � i 6= j �m; aj 62M . Then, M � faig 2 MMDB� i� 8C 2 Cai; M j= C.PROOF: ()) By the contrapositive. Assume that C 2 Cai and M 6j= C.Then, ai 2 C 0 and ai is needed in M for C 0, hence M � faig 62 MMDB�.(() Assume that 8C 2 Cai ; M j= C. Then, for all C 0 2 DB� corre-sponding to C, ai is not needed in M , hence M � faig 2 MMDB�. 2Lemma 4.4 MMDB0 =MMDB� �MMDB.10



PROOF:(�) Let M 2 MMDB0. Clearly, M is a model of DB� and M \C0 = ;.Since M \ C0 = ;, M is not a model of DB and M is a minimal model ofDB�. Thus, M 2 MMDB� �MMDB(�) Let M 2 MMDB� and M \ C0 6= ;. Then M 2 MMDB. So, ifM 2 MMDB� �MMDB, then M \ C0 = ;. Therefore M 2 MMDB0. 2Lemma 4.4 suggests an algorithm to �nd MMDB�: compute MMDB0and minimizeMMDB [MMDB0 . Instead, our algorithm uses Lemmas 4.3and 4.4 for reasons to be explained later when we analyze the complexity ofdeletion algorithms.Procedure Deletion (DB, MMDB; C0) returns MMDel1. Construct DB0 and MMDB02. For each model M 2 MMDB3. If M contains exactly one ai 2 C04. If 8C 2 Cai;M � faig j= C, then5. MMDB :=MMDB �M6. MMDel :=MMDB [MMDB0Example 6 We apply this algorithm to the database of Example 1, where weare deleting a_c. Then, in step 1 we obtain DB0 = f[b; f ]; [b; d],[b; e]; [b; e; f ]g,Ca = f[b; f ]g, Cc = f[b; d]; [b; e]g,MMDB0 = ffbg; ff; d; egg.In step 2 the algorithm considers the model fa; bg. Since all clauses inCa are true in fa; bg, fa; bg is removed from MMDB. Similar action isperformed on fb; cg. For all other models the loop is executed vacuously.After leaving the loop MMDB0 is added to the modi�ed tree of DB.Theorem 4.1 Procedure Deletion is correct, i.e. MMDel =MMDB�.PROOF: Recall from the comment after Lemma 4.4 that MMDB� canbe obtained by minimizing MMDB [ MMDB0. We need to show thatthis is achieved in step 5. So, let M 2 (MMDB [MMDB0) �MMDB�.By Lemma 4.4, M 2 MMDB. By the comment immediately preceding11



Observation 4.2 and by Lemma 4.3 exactly one atom must be removed fromM to obtain an element of MMDB�. Since the resulting model does notcontain any atoms of C0 it is already in MMDB0. Hence, M can be safelyremoved fromMMDB. 2Before analyzing the complexity of the deletion algorithm we provideanother characterization of MMDB�, one that is based entirely on modelsand does not involve clauses. We start with de�nitions leading to M�, aset that contains the elements of MMDB� �MMDB. First, letMi be theset of elements of MMDB containing only one atom of C0, namely ai, i.e.Mi = fM 2 MMDBjM \ C0 = faigg; 1 � i � m, say Mi = fM i1; :::;M ikig.LetM<j1;:::;jm> = Smi=1M iji�fa1; :::; amg andM� = fM<j1 ;:::;jm>j1 � ji � kig.Thus each element of M� is obtained by picking an element from each Mi,taking the union of these models and deleting the atoms of C0.Example 7 For Example 1 (using letters as superscripts), Ma = ffa; bg;fa; d; egg and Mc = ffb; cg; fc; fgg. Hence M� = ffbg; fb; fg; fb; d; eg;fd; e; fgg and min(M�) = ffbg; fd; e; fgg.Lemma 4.5 min(M�) =MMDB� �MMDB.PROOF: If M 2 M�, then M is a model of DB� and M \ C0 = ;,hence M is not a model of DB. Therefore, it su�ces to show that if M 2MMDB� �MMDB then M 2 M�. So let M 2 MMDB� �MMDB. Itfollows from the comment after Observation 4.2 that there are two cases:1. 8ai 2 C0; M[faig 2 MMDB. In this caseM[faig 2 Mi; 1 � i � m,hence M 2 M�.2. By Lemma 4.1, 8ai 2 C0 9Mi �M s:t: Mi [ faig 2 MMDB�. There-fore, Mi [ faig 2 MMDB. Hence M = Smi=1Mi 2 M�. 2Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 provide two di�erent characterizations ofMMDB��MMDB, the �rst one is obtained by modifying the database while the secondinvolves only manipulation of minimal models. Lemma 4.5 suggests anotheralgorithm to �nd MMDB�: computeM� and minimizeMMDB [M�. As12



we will show later, this algorithm is also more complex than the algorithmgiven earlier.The Deletion algorithm presented earlier is superior to the brute forceapproach of building a new model tree for DB� from scratch in two ways.First, a substantial part of the tree structure together with all auxiliary tools(such as indexing schemes) for the new tree is already stored in secondarymemory. Hence, all that needs to be done is modi�cation, not creation of boththe tree structure and associated tools. Second, the amount of computationrequired to �nd out which models have to be added to the tree and whichatoms can be deleted from it is substantially less than the brute force ap-proach. The average case analysis of the complexity of the algorithm is hardto present since the result depends on too many parameters of the database(distribution of atoms of C0 among clauses of DB�, size of the Herbrandbase, etc.). Hence, we show only that in the worst case the complexity ofthe Deletion algorithm is still better than recomputing minimal models ofDB� from scratch.Assume that the database DB� contains n clauses and that the averageclause size is m. Clearly, the number of all models before minimization ismn.The creation of a new tree involves minimization which amounts to O(m2n)operations (each model needs to be compared with all other models), wherethe unit of operation is comparison of two models. Deletion involves twodistinct types of operations: (a) the computation of MMDB0; (b) checkingwhether all clauses of Cai are true in some modi�ed models of DB (line 4 ofthe algorithm).(a) To have the largest number of models of DB0, the distribution of theatoms of C0 should be such that one atom of C0 occurs in exactly one clauseof DB. In that case there are m clauses containing m� 1 atoms (these arethe clauses with the atoms of C0 removed from them); the remaining n�mclauses of DB are unchanged. Then, there are mn�m � (m � 1)m models ofDB0, minimization of which requires [mn�m � (m� 1)m]2 operations.(b) Since DB contains n clauses each with m atoms, there are m � natoms (not necessarily distinct) in DB. Thus each Cai can contain at mostm � n atoms. Since we de�ned the unit of operation as the comparison oftwo sets (models) each of which can contain up to n atoms, line 4 of thealgorithm which is, roughly speaking, a comparison of a set with n�1 atoms(a model) with a set of m � n atoms (the atoms of Cai) will take less than msuch operations for each model. Hence, for the entire set of minimal models13



of DB, the execution of lines 2-5 will take mn �m = mn+1 operations.The total number of operations is then equal to:[mn�m � (m� 1)m]2 +mn+1=[m2n�2m � (m� 1)2m] +mn+1=m2n[ (m�1)2mm2m + 1mn�1 ] < m2n, for all m;n > 1.Note that if the algorithm simply implemented the suggestion followingLemma 4.4, its complexity would be substantially higher: it would involvenot only the construction and minimization ofMMDB0 (which theDeletionalgorithm also does) but also the minimization ofMMDB [MMDB0. Eventhough it is not a complete minimization i.e. the models of MMDB needto be compared only with the models of MMDB0, it still requires mn+1 �mn�m � (m� 1)m (i.e. the number of elements of MMDB times the numberof elements of MMDB0) operations. This value is higher than the value weobtained in (b) above.We conclude this analysis by noting that the deletion algorithm basedpurely on minimal models (i.e. the one computing M�) is also worse thanthe Deletion algorithm. If the atoms of C0 are evenly distributed amongthe models of DB and each such model contains exactly one atom of C0,then each Mi has 1m � mn = mn�1 elements. M�, which is the set of allcombinations of unions of these models, thus has (mn�1)m elements. Clearly,minimization of M� is of order O(((mn�1)m)2), which is already higher (forn > m > 1) than the cost of constructing MMDB� from DB�.5 Extensions5.1 Model tree split after deletionAs stated in Section 2, clauses belonging to separate clusters should have theirmodels represented in separate trees. Thus, whenever a deletion divides adatabase into clusters, the original tree should be split.For the algorithm below, we assume that after the deletion of C, thedatabase DB is split into two separate clusters DB1 and DB2. We alsoassume that this information, including the clauses in DB1 and DB2, isknown to us before the execution of the deletion. The algorithm yields amodel tree for DB1; it can be modi�ed to yield a model tree for DB2 as well.We start with de�nitions about splitability and an observation about14



the min operator (de�ned in Section 2). We write At(DB) for the set ofatoms in the clauses of DB. We call DB C-splitable into DB1 and DB2 ifDB = DB1 [ fCg [DB2 and At(DB1) \At(DB2) = ;.Observation 5.1 If min(T ) � S � T , then min(S) = min(T ).Now we show the connections betweenMMDB1; MMDB2; andMMDB.Lemma 5.1 Suppose that DB is C-splittable into DB1 and DB2. Then(a) MMDB1 = min(fM \ At(DB1)jM 2 MMDBg)(b) MMDB2 = min(fM \At(DB2)jM 2 MMDBg)(c) MMDB = min(fM1 [M2jM1 2 MMDB1; M2 2 MMDB2; 9a 2C; a 2 M1 [M2g [ fM1 [ fag [M2jM1 2 MMDB1; M2 2 MMDB2; a 2C; (M1 [M2) \ C = ;g)PROOF(a) We wish to use Observation 5.1 with T = Mod(DB1) and S =fM \ At(DB1)jM 2 MMDBg. So we must show that MMDB1 � fM \At(DB1)jM 2 MMDBg �Mod(DB1). The second inclusion, S �Mod(DB1).is clear from the de�nitions. So we need to show that ifM1 2 MMDB1, thenM1 2 S. There are two cases:(1) M1 \ C 6= ;. Let M2 2 MMDB2 such that M2 \ C = ; ThenM1 [M2 2 MMDB and M1 = (M1 [M2) \At(DB1), hence M1 2 S.(2) M1 \ C = ;. Let M2 2 MMDB2 such that M2 \ C 6= ; Again,M1 [M2 2 MMDB and M1 = (M1 [M2) \At(DB1), hence M1 2 S.(b) Similar to (a) with DB1 and DB2 reversed.(c) We wish to use Observation 5.1 with T =Mod(DB) andS = fM1[M2jM1 2 MMDB1; M2 2 MMDB2; 9a 2 C; a 2M1[M2g[fM1[fag[M2jM1 2 MMDB1; M2 2 MMDB2; a 2 C; (M1[M2)\C = ;g.So we must show that MMDB � S �Mod(DB). The second inclusion,S � Mod(DB) is clear from the de�nitions. Thus, we need to show that ifM 2 MMDB, then M 2 S. There are four cases:(1) M \ At(DB1) \ C 6= ; and M \ At(DB2) \ C 6= ;. Let M1 = M \At(DB1) andM2 = M\At(DB2). ThenM1 2 MMDB1 andM2 2 MMDB2.Also, 9a 2 C; a 2M1 [M2 and M =M1 [M2. Hence M 2 S.15



(2) M \ At(DB1) \ C 6= ; and M \ At(DB2) \ C = ;. Let M2 =M \ At(DB2). Then M2 2 MMDB2. If M \ At(DB1) 2 MMDB1, thenthe rest of the proof is as in case (1). If M \ At(DB1) 62 MMDB1, then9a 2 (C \ M \ At(DB1)) s.t. (M \ At(DB1)) � fag 2 MMDB1. LetM1 = (M \At(DB1))� fag. Then M = M1 [ fag [M2, hence M 2 S.(3) Similar to (2) with DB1 and DB2 reversed.(4) M \ At(DB1) \ C = ; and M \ At(DB2) \ C = ;. This is possibleonly if 9a 2 C s.t. a 62 At(DB1) [ At(DB2). Let M1 = M \ At(DB1)and M2 = M \ At(DB2). Then M 2 MMDB1 and M2 2 MMDB2. SoM = M1 [ fag [M2, hence M 2 S. 2This lemma shows that the minimal models of DB1 are obtained fromthe minimal models of DB by restricting them to the atoms of DB1 and thatthe minimal models of DB are obtained from the unions of minimal modelsof DB1 and DB2 with an atom of C, if needed. The lemma suggests thefollowing algorithm for obtaining MMDB: traverse the tree for MMDB,eliminate from each branch the atoms not in DB1, and then minimize. Ouralgorithm presented below, is more e�cient. It is based on the followingCorollary to Lemma 5.1.Corollary 5.1 Suppose that DB is C-splitable into DB1 and DB2, M2 2MMDB2 such that M2 \ C 6= ; and M1 � At(DB1). Then M1 2 MMDB1i� M1 [M2 2 MMDB.It follows from this result that to obtain MMDB1 it is not necessaryto traverse all the branches of MMDB. It su�ces to traverse only thosebranches that contain an arbitrarily chosen M2 2 MMDB2 such that M2 \C 6= ; and to delete the atoms of DB2 from them. By Lemma 5.1 such anM2 can be obtained from M 2 MMDB as M2 = M \ At(DB2) as long asM \ At(DB2) \ C 6= ;.Procedure Delete and Split (TDB; DB1;DB2; C) returns TDB1.1. TDB1 := ;2. Find M2 2 MMDB2 such that M2 \ C 6= ;3. For each branch Br of TDB 16
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b b da cFigure 4: The model tree of DB; broken lines indicate the model tree forDB1 returned by the Delete and Split procedure (for M2 = fg; eg).4. If M2 � Br, then5. Br := Br �M26. TDB1 := TDB1 [BrExample 8 Let DB be the database containing DB 01 and DB02 as describedin Example 2 and shown in Figure 2 and an additional clause C = (d_e) (tobe deleted). If the clauses are inserted in the following order: f _ g; e_ f; d_e; b _ d; e _ h; a _ b _ c, then the model tree for DB is the one in Figure 4.If the algorithm is executed with respect to DB01 and M2 = fg; eg, thenthe returned tree would look as shown by the broken lines in the �gure. Allthe branches to the left of the root are removed since none of them containsM2. For the remaining branches the condition of line 4 is satis�ed, hence gand e are removed. 17



The correctness of the Procedure Delete and Split follows from Corol-lary 5.1 and the remark after it.If we assume that the number of minimal models of DB is m2r+1 (wherem is the average clause size and 2r + 1 is the number of clauses in DB),then the complexity of the algorithm cannot be shown to be smaller thanreconstructing the two trees from DB1 and DB2. Assuming for simplicitythat both DB1 and DB2 have r clauses each, then since each of them has mrmodels, their minimization takes 2 � (m2r) operations (we take comparisonof two models of either DB1 or DB2 to be the unit of operation). On theother hand, checking the condition of line 4 of the algorithm takes 2 unitoperations (models of DB can be twice as large as models of DB1 or DB2),which with the assumption of the existence of m2r+1 minimal models gives2 �m2r+1 operations.The e�ciency of the algorithm can be improved easily by using an ap-propriate indexing scheme that we assume exists for any implementation ofmodel trees. Such a scheme would provide a mapping from atoms in the Her-brand base of the database to the appropriate models, indicating in whichbranches a given atom occurs. Then, the appropriate models for which M2(line 4 of the algorithm) is a subset can be computed in time smaller thanrequired for the traversal of the entire tree (the exact �gure is implemen-tation dependent). Another advantage of the algorithm (similarly to theDeletion algorithm) is the possibility of inheriting the tree structure andindexing scheme for the smaller cluster from the tree before the deletion.We conclude this section by noting that a procedure reverse to Deleteand Split can also be implemented. Thus, when a clause containing atomsfrom separate model trees is inserted into a database, those trees need to bemerged. Such an Insert and Merge algorithm may require attaching theentire tree of one cluster of the database to every leaf of the tree on anothercluster then inserting the clause and minimizing the resulting tree. Clearly,the �rst step needs to be repeated for merging more than two trees. Variousoptimizations of this procedure are possible.5.2 Other Types of DeletionWe can distinguish at least two more types of deletion in disjunctive databases.18
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Figure 5: Model tree representation for DB�1. Deletion of a disjunction together with some of its consequences bymeans of deleting one of its atoms from an arbitrarily chosen model.Since this type of deletion has been studied by Yahya in [6], we willnot consider it further.2. Deletion of a disjunction together with all of its consequences with thesubsequent insertion of subsumed clauses - to be explained belowThe second type of deletion applies only to databases where all the in-formation ever acquired is retained, even if it is not stored directly in modeltrees. For example, ifDB� = fa_c_e_g, a_b_f , b_c_d, b_c_e, b_e_fg,and a new clause a _ c is inserted, then ordinarily a _ c _ e _ g is removed(since it is subsumed by the inserted clause) and the resulting database isidentical to the one in Example 1. But, if a _ c _ e _ g is saved separately,then a future deletion of a_ c should prompt the insertion of a_ c_ e_ g andthereby the recovery of DB�. The model tree for DB� is shown in Figure 5.We refer to a database, like DB�, that results from this type of deletion asDB+=�.The algorithm for updating a model tree in the case of such a deletion ispresented below; it is a fusion of the Deletion and the Insertion algorithm(hence the proof of its correctness is omitted here). All the notation is con-19



sistent with that in the Deletion and Insertion algorithms. The algorithmis traced on Example 1.Let DB be a database, C0 = [a1; :::; ak] be a clause to be deleted, C1 =[a1; :::; ak; :::am] be a clause to be added. Cai andMMDB0 are de�ned in thesame way as in the Deletion algorithm (with C0 as the deleted clause).Procedure SemiDeletion (DB; C0; C1) returns MMSemDel.1. Construct DB0 and MMDB02. For each model M 2 MMDB3. If M contains exactly one ai 2 C04. If 8C 2 Cai;M � faig j= C, then5. MMDB :=MMDB �M6. MMSemDel :=MMDB[ Insertion (MMDB0; C1)7. MinimizeMMSemDelLines 2-5 are exactly the same as in the Deletion algorithm and theyserve the same purpose as described there. The only models after the Dele-tion is executed that may not be models of the database DB+=� are themodels of DB0. Hence Insertion is executed only on those models.Example 9 Let DB be the database described in Example 1 and let a _c _ e _ g be the clause that needs to be added to the model tree after thedeletion of a _ c. The execution of lines 2-5 of the algorithm removes themodels fa; bg and fb; cg from the model tree. Since MMDB0 contains themodels ffbg; fd; e; fgg, inserting a _ c _ e _ g in line 9 produces the setffb; ag; fb; cg; fb; eg; fb; gg; fd; e; fgg which is subsequently added to the tree.The minimization of line 7 does not change the set of minimal models.Yet another type of update that can be executed on a database is theinsertion of a negated atom. Since a database does not store negative in-formation explicitly, inserting a negated atom can only mean modifying in-formation already in the database. In the case of disjunctive databases,inserting a negated atom means modifying one (or more) of the disjunctions.For example, if the database contains the disjunction a _ b _ c and we �nd20



out that a is false, then a _ b _ c needs to be removed and b _ c should beinserted. This is precisely the way we understand the insertion of negativeinformation: inserting :a into a database means removing all the clausescontaining a and also inserting those same clauses with a removed from allof them. Since this procedure is the reverse of SemiDeletion we call itSemiInsertion. It turns out that SemiInsertion can be implemented ina very simple way, by removing all the models containing an atom whosenegation is inserted. The following lemma states this fact formally.Lemma 5.2 Let DB0 be a database DB with a deleted from all the clauses,i.e. DB0 = fCjC = C 0 � fag and C 0 2 DBg. Then, MMDB0 =MMDB �fM 2 MMDBja 2MgPROOF(�) Clearly, MMDB0 � MMDB. Also, MMDB0 cannot contain anymodel M s.t. a 2M (since a does not occur in any of the clauses of DB0).(�) Let M 2 MMDB such that a 62 M . Clearly, M is a model of DB0.SinceMMDB0 �MMDB; M 2 MMDB0.6 Summary and Future WorkWe have considered the update problem for disjunctive databases. We havegiven algorithms for the insertion of a clause into and the deletion of a clausefrom a disjunctive database. We have also shown the correctness of thesealgorithms. While our work is oriented towards the representation of dis-junctive databases by model trees, a compact representation, the algorithmsapply to any representation of disjunctive databases in terms of minimalmodels. Putting our results together with the solution of the view updateproblem presented in [5] and [3] in terms of updating the underlying disjunc-tive database, we now have a complete solution of the view update problemfor various classes of normal deductive disjunctive databases.We plan to develop an implementation of deductive disjunctive databasesusing the model tree representation technique. In this implementation weplan to use the algorithms given in this paper to implement the updateoperations. Also, by combining the algorithms here with the algorithmsin [5] and [3], we will be able to implement view updates for disjunctivedatabases. 21
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